Why anti-money
laundering should
be a top priority
for financial
institutions

As financial institutions build
long-lasting brands, they aspire to
be associated with financial success
and excellent service—not arms and
drugs smuggling.
Unfortunately, one bank was closely tied to these
black markets, when it laundered an estimated
$23 billion in the 1980’s. Before investigations could
be completed or fines could be collected, the bank
shut its doors.
SOURCE: Allsec Technologies

To keep pace with tactics of money laundering
criminals, banks must also innovate, by
developing robust anti-money laundering
policies and practices.

In recent years, a variety of factors have brought
anti-money laundering (AML) to the forefront.
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Regulatory action

Enforcement actions related
to AML have been on the rise.
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Criminals are using more sophisticated
means to remain undetected.

Cyber-enabled criminals

purchase weapons
and vehicles in low-cost
transactions that are
difficult to detect and fast
response times are critical.
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E-commerce,

are globally coordinated, using
sophisticated technology and
insider information to target
technology weak spots.

a market worth $2.4T globally,
has made it easier for criminals
to pose as legitimate online
merchants or payment providers.
SOURCE: Internet Retailer
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Reputational
risk
AML incidents put a financial
institution’s reputation on the line.
There’s a lot at stake: today,
the average value of each of the
top 10 bank brands is $45B.
SOURCE: Brand Finance

Avg. value

$45B
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Rising costs
Most AML activities require
significant manual effort,
making them inefficient and
difficult to scale.
In 2018, it cost US financial
services around $25.3B to
manage money laundering risk.
SOURCE: LexisNexis
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Poor customer experience

1 in 3 financial
institutions have lost
potential customers
due to inefficient or slow
onboarding processes.

In an era of mobile ordering and
instant deliveries, this lengthy
process falls significantly short
of customer expectations.

Compliance staff must have multiple
touch points with a customer to
gather and verify information.
SOURCE: Fenergo

It’s no wonder AML has now become a top priority
for many CEOs in the financial industry.

A
wave of
innovation
In the last five years, there has been an explosion of
“regtech” startups—companies that address regulatory
requirements using technology.
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Over 60% of these
are focused on
solving know your
customer (KYC) and
AML issues.
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SOURCE: RegTech analyst

Artificial intelligence and
advanced analytics are
driving extensive changes
in the financial industry.

What does this technology
look like in practice?

Customer
onboarding
A hypothetical US retail firm,
ABC Electronics, applies online to open
an account at AML Innovators Bank.

1
Customer ID is verified
for completeness
and accuracy

ABC

2
Name is screened for:
Adverse
media mentions
Sanctions

Their information is verified
using a fully automatic process.

Relations to politically
exposed persons (PEP)

3
Customer risk rating
is generated

If they are determined
to be a lower-risk client,
they will be fast-tracked
through the approval
process.

Low-to-medium
risk client
Online application

High-risk client
Online application

This streamlined approach
can result in efficiency
gains of more than 40%
when compared to a highly
manual KYC process.

No red flags

Account is opened

Red flag(s)
identified

Customer and
relationship manager
notified of account
review

Conduct
customer
due diligence
& gather
additional
info

Issue resolved?

*Examples for illustrative purposes

If yes, account
is opened

Total decisioning time
0-6 hours

If no, account
is rejected
(suspicious account report
filing decision made)

Total decisioning time
48-72 hours

Transaction
monitoring
ABC Electronics requests to
send multiple international wire
payments to various beneficiaries.
Each transaction is automatically
screened based on various factors.
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Beneficiary name

Industry

Country

Volume/value
of transactions

Transaction score

Beneficiaries
ABC Limited

Originator

A same name or subsidiary
transfer carries the lowest risk.

Industry: Retail electronics
Volume/value: 1 payment for $100k

20/100

ABC Electronics

XYZ Inc
Industry: Unknown
Volume/value: 2 payments for

80/100

Transfers to an unknown industry in a
high-risk jurisdiction carry high risk.

$20k and $23,525.20
DEF Inc
40/100

Industry: Stereo manufactuer
Volume/value: 3 payments for

Transfers to a known, similar industry in a
high-risk jurisdiction carry medium risk.

$40k, $30k and $26,322.31
Transaction scores are for illustrative purposes only

*

These transaction scores, combined with
algorithms that track a client’s expected
vs. actual transaction behavior, will update
ABC Electronics’ risk rating in real time.

Management
oversight
As risk updates occur, ABC Electronics’
rating is integrated into AML Innovator
Bank’s overall portfolio risk.
Senior risk management teams will be
able to view a heat map that highlights
the highest risk areas:
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Trend
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No change
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Small & mediumsized enterprises (SME)

Commercial banking

Trend

Trend

Medium

Ratings are for illustrative purposes only.

These department risk ratings are based on
the prevalence of various factors:
Average time since
last completed
staff training

Suspicious activity
report (SAR) filings
High-risk clients
onboarded

Politically exposed
persons (PEP)

Outstanding
AML alerts

Data profiles
with inaccurate
and incomplete
information

Regulatory complaints
per $1B revenue

Using this information, management can focus on
the areas of highest risk, and apply best practices
from the areas of lowest risk.

Structural change,
big gains
Just as financial crimes continue to evolve,
so do AML schemes.
How can organizations stay ahead of the
game? By focusing on:
Using AML as a
competitive advantage
for revenue generation
Prioritizing effectiveness,
efficiency will follow

Deliberate investment in
technology and analytics

Organizations can accelerate
structural change by focusing on
the areas where regtechs will have
the highest near-term impact.

Managing risk actively, not just
as a tick-boxing exercise

Institutions that adopt a client profitability
lens when defining strategies for customer
acquisition and retention can recover on
costs—particularly for high risk clients.

This typically includes
areas like name screening,
customer risk ratings, and
portfolio risk assessment.

By investing in AML, financial institutions
create competitive advantages:
Banks with top customer
experience scores have
significant advantages over
those with low scores:
3 percentage points
growth rate difference
15 percentage points
greater revenue
4 percentage points
lower efficiency ratio*
*measured as
expenses/revenue

Ability to attract
top talent

Scalability

Readiness to adapt
to new regulations

Reduced
reputational risk
Improved
efficiency

Superior customer
experience

With such benefits on the table, one thing is clear:
Anti-money laundering efforts are more important now
than they have ever been.
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